Indigenous Working Group
WFPHA
Ngā Kanohi - The faces
Who are we?

IWG formed in 2016 at the World Congress on Public Health – Melbourne
Kulin Nations…VA

Our Duty
What is our aim?

To provide an international platform for the voice of Indigenous public health

Supported by local, national and international associates and organisations

- Build and implement a 3-year work plan focussed on priorities learned from evidence based research and face to face workshops held at identified international events and other relationship and network resources

- Continue to build a membership base of Indigenous and Associate members. Currently there are members and associate members from New Zealand, Australia, Colombia, United Kingdom, United States, Republic of Congo, Tunisia
Selection of Achievements to date

Launched in Geneva 2017 at WHA71

Invited by WHO to moderate at Global Conference on Primary Health Care

Developed functional relationships with MOH NZ, MOH Australia, WFPHA, WHO
An Indigenous Lens to – Public Health

- Launch
- Kazakhstan
- IUHPE World Conference
- Vaccination & Capacity Workshop
- Indigenous NCD Workshop
- Springer, Indigenous Public Health
- 20th UN Perm Forum Indigenous Issues
- Reciprocity
Priority Setting: Indigenous Public Health

Workshop at IUHPE 2019 – Priority Planning

Negotiating book with Springer on Indigenous Public Health
Contact Us

IHWG@WFPHA.org

@IndigenousWFPHA

@IndigenpusWFPHA